USS Seleya - Stardate 9908.01


GAGM_John says:
THE USS SELEYA IS ENROUTE TO RISA TO PICK UP CREW MEMBERS AND COMMENCE SHORE LEAVE 

GAGM_John says:
***** Begin Mission *****

CTO_Furnael says:
@::sitting in a quiet lounge drinking something green and wicked::

OPS_Jean says:
:: At OPS ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::working through the diminishing pile of padds in his office in ME::

XO_Masters says:
::on bridge in big chair::

CO_Pang says:
::on the bridge:: XO: Take over please ... we should have our new CSO and CTO waiting - arrange for their transport to the ship and I will meet them in my Ready Room

Host Tanya says:
@::wanders through the streets of town, taking in the sights before she reports for her gig::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::waiting with CTO for comm signals from Seleya on Risa::

T`bor says:
@::Wanders from cooking site on the beach to the covered seating area near the bar::

OPS_Jean says:
:: preparing massive beamdown of Federation Personnel ::

GAGM_John says:
Action:  The Seleya begins final approach to Risa.

XO_Masters says:
CO: Aye sir

FCO_Mallory says:
::shakes head, trying to stop himself falling off to sleep again::

CO_Pang says:
::nods at the bridge crew and walks into her Ready Room::

CTO_Furnael says:
@::oh man this stuff is bad::

CMO_Viper says:
::sitting in Sickbay::

F`rank says:
@:: straightens his uniform and pulls out a PADD from his pocket ::

CO_Pang says:
*XO*: They should be awaiting a comms signal somewhere ... I leave you to sort it out ...

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, I recommend we communicate our ETA

F`rank says:
@:: standing near the beam down point and waiting :;

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::awaiting comm signals from Seleya patiently::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::thinks to himself ::Risa why Risa, why do we have to go to that hellhole, surely Earth would have been a better vacation point? ::sighs::

CO_Pang says:
::in Ready Room, calling up resumes of new crew due to join::

XO_Masters says:
OPS: What do you mean?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Estimated time of arrival sir

CTO_Furnael says:
@::wishing the ship would get here, I'm bored, sips more of the wicked green stuff::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : So they could prepare for our arrival

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CTO: what's taking them so long?

T`bor says:
@::Seats. orders a fruity drink.  Turns and looks at preparations for the new arrivals::

CNS_Moore says:
@::in transport terminal with wife, children and mother waiting for Seleya to arrive in orbit

FCO_Mallory says:
::sips some more of the steaming coffee::

CTO_Furnael says:
@CSO: No idea, this green stuff is nasty though, maybe I'll get some more

Host Tanya says:
@::checks her chrono, and sees her free time is up; turns and makes her way to the local hot spot, where she's due to perform::

FCO_Mallory says:
XO: three minutes....

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CTO: Don't get drunk my friend before duty :)

CTO_Furnael says:
@CSO: Yeah talk about your bad impressions

XO_Masters says:
OPS: As soon as we enter orbit, arrange for the new crew to be beamed to TR1 and report to the captains ready room

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Bolitho to Pang

CO_Pang says:
*CMO* Dr. Viper - Once I have met with our new crew I will send them to you for preliminary medicals .... is that ok with you?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning internal power grid ::

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* Richard?

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Captain permission to take the warp core off line for some routine maintenance while in orbit around Risa?

GAGM_John says:
<Risa Space Control> COM SELEYA: USS Seleya: You are cleared for standard orbit.

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Shore leave authorisation is awaiting your approval :: Transmitting to XO console ::

CMO_Viper says:
*CO*: Well Captain, I was hoping to meet them when they board.

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* Is that really necessary Lt?  You should take some leave if you can

Host Tanya says:
@::arrives at the lounge, and enters, seeing a few Starfleet officers sitting around::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : RISA : Acknowledge

OPS_Jean says:
XO : We are cleared for standard orbit

CO_Pang says:
*CMO* Then liaise with the XO

CSO_Hazzem says:
@Tanya: Care to Join us, Tanya?

XO_Masters says:
::authorises::

CNS_Moore says:
@Space control Officer: What is the Seleya's ETA to standard orbit?

Host Tanya says:
@<RISA>  Seleya: Acknowledged.

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Negative Captain, were already short staffed in engineering, I think its best that I do the maintenance myself!

CTO_Furnael says:
@::looks over the singer that just walked in::

Host Tanya says:
@::smiles at the officer::  Thanks, sailor.  But maybe later; I have a gig to do  ::smiles and goes to the stage::

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* A pity .... once I have seen our new people I will come down to Engineering ....

CNS_Moore says:
@<SC Officer> Moore: A few minutes

CMO_Viper says:
*CO*: Will do.

OPS_Jean says:
COM : RISA : USS Seleya requesting transport authorisation

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* I'm going to be pretty busy Captain, is there something specific you want to talk to me about?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir I  need your authorisation before commencing beamdown

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* Lt. : But if you need to take the warp core down ... liaise with Commander Masters

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Granted

Host Tanya says:
@<RISA>  COM:  Seleya:  Authorization granted; you're cleared for orbit, and transport to the surface

GAGM_John says:
COM: SELEYA: <Risa> Sending co-ordinates now, you are cleared to transport

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* Bolitho ... Yes ... but it will wait for a few minutes

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Aye Captain *XO* Bolitho to Masters

FCO_Mallory says:
::sets the orbit to geo-synchronous about the beam-down point::

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Seleya: Pang: Sir if you have a moment

CMO_Viper says:
::walks out of SB and calls XO::  XO: Where are you meeting the new crew members?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CTO: well, I’m in the Holosuite, if they're here, u know what to do

CO_Pang says:
::dials up a cup of Tarkalian tea::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : RISA : Thank you Risa, Starting to beam down Seleya out :: Receiving co-ordinates ::

T`bor says:
@::Glances over to transport terminal and ponders whether to help greet the Seleya crew::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Acknowledged Captain I will make myself available for you when you get down to ME

CTO_Furnael says:
@CSO: what come and get you?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Transmitting shore leave authorisation to boarding officer ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CTO: don't you have a commbadge?

FCO_Mallory says:
::locks up controls, sets normal orbital controls::

XO_Masters says:
*CMO* They were ordered to meet the CO in her ready room

CTO_Furnael says:
@CSO: yes why?

OPS_Jean says:
* Shipwide - ALL* : All personnel is to report for immediate beamdown to transporter 1 2 and 3

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CTO: Never mind, I'll just keep waiting them

T`bor says:
@::Remembers that Tanya is about to sing and heads for lounge instead::

CO_Pang says:
::looks through other routine stuff while enjoying her tea::

CTO_Furnael says:
@CSO: good plan

FCO_Mallory says:
::stands from station, does final log-off::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Bolitho to Masters

OPS_Jean says:
:: Beginning MASSIVE BEAMDOWN ::

XO_Masters says:
*CEO* Go ahead Lt.

Host Tanya says:
@::tunes up the piano, having checked the ship arrival schedules; should have audiences soon::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : The transfer has begun sir

CNS_Moore says:
@COMM: Seleya: I need authorization for a surface to ship shuttle

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::heads back to his seat and orders a blood wine::

GAGM_John says:
ACTION:  The crew beams down uneventfully

FCO_Mallory says:
::stands and departs bridge, heading to deck three::

F`rank says:
@:: takes a deep breath ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO*  Commander I need your permission to take the warp core off-line for some routine maintenance while in orbit over Risa. Do I have your permission?

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CNS : Granted. Report to main Shuttle bay.

CO_Pang says:
*XO* Commander: Any comms from our new complement?

XO_Masters says:
*CEO* Granted

CTO_Furnael says:
@CSO: you think they’re here yet?

T`bor says:
@::Steps into cool lounge, looks around and takes seat near piano::

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Have the new crew beamed aboard yet?

FCO_Mallory says:
:::goes to quarters and grabs bag, dashes out again and goes to nearest TR::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Acknowledged Commander

CSO_Hazzem says:
@CTO: I don't know, let's check

Host Tanya says:
@:;sits at the piano bar, and starts fingering out tunes::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir all junior personnel in on the surface. 

CTO_Furnael says:
@CSO: Ok

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Just tell me when you will be ready to beam down

CNS_Moore says:
@::proceeds to transport terminal's Main Shuttlebay::

F`rank says:
@:: looking for any command staff from the Seleya ::

T`bor says:
@::Leans back, admiring Tanya::

XO_Masters says:
OPS: The new crew that we are to receive, where are they?

CO_Pang says:
::checks new incoming from Starfleet ... just routine::

CTO_Furnael says:
@COM: SELEYA: Furnael to Seleya

OPS_Jean says:
XO : did not get any comm from them sir, they should be on the planet by now

F`rank says:
@:: gives up on his search and heads to the Lounge for a drink ::

Host Tanya says:
@::smiles at the audience::  Any requests?

CSO_Hazzem says:
@::taps commbadge:: COM: Seleya: Hazzem to Seleya, come in.

CNS_Moore says:
@::helps family into shuttle along with their baggage::

T`bor says:
@::Rises drink in salute to Tanya and sips::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CTO : Come in

CEO_Bolitho says:
::claps hands eagerly:: Self: Finally going to do some decent work around here!

FCO_Mallory ::beams down:: (Transporter.wav)

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CSO : Come in

CTO_Furnael says:
@COM: SELEYA: I am here awaiting instructions

F`rank says:
@:: enters the lounge ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::looks around, trying to remember where everything is::

T`bor says:
@Tanya: Something the Seleya crew might enjoy. ::shrugs::

F`rank says:
@:: walks up to the bartender and orders a glass of Romulan Ale ::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CSO/CTO : Please standby for transport 

Host Tanya says:
@::sees the crowd starting to pick up, though its mostly locals, and picks up the pace, launching into a lively set of songs::

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Open a channel with the CTO & CSO, tell them they will be transported up and are to report to the captains ready room, also arrange for their transport

CNS_Moore says:
@::gets clearance for departure and heads the shuttle toward Seleya's main shuttlebay::

CTO_Furnael says:
@COM:SELEYA: Aye awaiting transport.

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
@COM: Seleya: Standing By

F`rank says:
@:: takes a seat beside T'Bor ::

T`bor says:
@::Head bobs with the lively tunes::

CMO_Viper says:
::is on ship awaiting new crew members::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CSO/CTO : :: Energising - Materialising on the Bridge of USS Seleya ::

CO_Pang says:
*XO* Is there a delay with our new crew Commander?

CNS_Moore says:
$COMM: Seleya: Moore requesting landing clearance

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CNS : You are cleared for landing

T`bor says:
@::Looks around at the new arrivals, wondering who might need company::

GAGM_John says:
ACTION:  A TRANSPORTER BEAM GRABS THE CTO AND CSO PLACING THEM ON THE SELEYA

CTO_Furnael says:
::Materialises on bridge::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Opening shuttle bay doors :::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::heads out of his office and checks via the Duty console that the Seleya is in orbit. *Engineering to Bridge:: Commencing Warp core shut down, generators will be online

CNS_Moore says:
::lands Shuttle carefully and steadily::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::materialises on bridge::

OPS_Jean says:
CTO : Welcome aboard sir, please report to the Captain ready room 

CTO_Furnael says:
::Heads to Captain’s ready room::

F`rank says:
@T'bor: Hello.

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Welcome aboard, please report to the Captain ready room

CTO_Furnael says:
OPS: thank you

OPS_Jean says:
:: Updating crew manifest ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::nods, heads to ready room::

CNS_Moore says:
*CO* Sir if you have a moment

OPS_Jean says:
XO : should I start to secure all stations ?

CTO_Furnael says:
::Reaches the door and presses that cool little chime thing::

CO_Pang says:
Enter!

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Yes

CTO_Furnael says:
::enters ready room::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::enters ready room::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::grabs a tool kits and scuttles into one of the many jefferies tubes leading on from engineering::

F`rank says:
@T'bor: You had a busy day?

CO_Pang says:
*CNS* Craig - I have appointments for the next 2 hours ... but will meet you then?

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Ensign Zherr Furnael reporting for duty Ma'am

T`bor says:
@::Looks for the good looking Skipper of the Seleya that he had heard about::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Starting to secure all stations - encryptions procedure - Locking auxiliary stations - Closing part of the power grid ::

GAGM_John says:
ACTION: THE WARP CORE SHOWS SOME MINOR INSTABILITY

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Ensign Hazzem Abdel-Hamid reporting to duty

FCO_Mallory says:
@::wanders over to the beach::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning internal power grid ::

CO_Pang says:
::sees Hazzem and Furnael enter:: CSO/CTO:  Welcome to Seleya gentlemen ... please be seated

T`bor says:
@F'rank: ::shrugs:: nah, usual stuff.

CNS_Moore says:
*CO* Very well Sir. I hope you will have time to meet the new tiny additions to your crew

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* ; I'm picking warp core fluctuations

CTO_Furnael says:
::Sits down looking around::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Thank u sir ::sits down::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Can you confirm the readings

T`bor says:
@F'rank: Have a seat.

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* The warp core is shut down how can there be any fluctuations?

T`bor says:
@::gestures to a chair::

CO_Pang says:
CSO/CTO:  I understand that this is your first major assignment since qualification .... but I have good reports from the Academy

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir some minor fluctuations on the warp core have been detected

CNS_Moore says:
::has everything moved into his quarters::

OPS_Jean says:
XO  : I'm investigating 

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Thank you Sir

CMO_Viper says:
::senses that there is another Betazoid on the ship::

F`rank says:
@T'Bor: We are expecting four Klingon ships to come here for a 10 day shore leave in a week.

XO_Masters says:
*CEO* Do you require assistance?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Happy to serve on the Seleya

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : I'm running diagnostics right now

CNS_Moore says:
::makes note to request larger quarters::

T`bor says:
@F'rank: Looks like everything is ready.

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Can you confirm warp core stability

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO/OPS* The warp core is shut down how can there be any fluctuations?

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Notify all crew that shoreleave hours have begun

CO_Pang says:
CSO/CTO:  I run a tight ship .... but I trust that if either of you have problems that the XO cannot resolve you will contact me ... at any time

F`rank says:
@T'Bor: yup everything is ready.

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir 

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: yes sir

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Of course Captain

T`bor says:
@F'rank: Will the Klingons' stay  overlap this bunch?

F`rank says:
@:: sips his Romulan Ale ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* negative Sir I will see what’s going on ::starts crawling back to wards ME::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::looks down the beach and into the surf::

CO_Pang says:
CTO/CSO: You will find that most of your departments have been given shore leave .... but you should report to Dr. Viper in sickbay before taking leave yourselves

OPS_Jean says:
*ALL* : Please enjoy your time on Risa, up to this minute you have 72 hours of free time. Enjoy...

F`rank says:
@T'Bor: The Seleya will be gone by than

CNS_Moore says:
::stops his Mother from cleaning the quarters top to bottom::

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Yes sir

T`bor says:
@F'rank: That's probably just as well.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: yes sir

F`rank says:
@T'bor: I agree.

CO_Pang says:
CSO/CTO: Gentlemen - welcome aboard ... Lt. Jean will have allocated you appropriate quarters .... good to see you both .... dismiss!

F`rank says:
@T'bor: You drinking anything?

T`bor says:
@::Nods to Tanya:: F'rank: Not bad huh? ::smiles::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning internal power grid - Sensors sweeps of power distribution grid ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Thank u sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
::crawls out of the jefferies tube and heads over to the master systems display::

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: Aye sir thank you ::Turns and heads to the TL::

CO_Pang says:
::nods and smiles::

FCO_Mallory says:
@:considers switching comm-badge to only accept messages with a high priority::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Joins Furnael::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Have you confirm warp core stability

Host Tanya says:
@:finishes her current set, and takes a break, deciding to mingle with the crowd::

CO_Pang says:
*CMO* Ensigns Furnael and Hazzem are on their way to you Dr. Viper

CNS_Moore says:
::orders two cribs from Family Services::

CTO_Furnael says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Sickbay

FCO_Mallory says:
@:starts to walk down the beach, whistling a little ditty::

T`bor says:
@'rank: Know where the Seleya's Captain is?  I was looking forward to meeting her.

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Can you handle the bridge for a while?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : All stations secures except OPS. 

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir

CTO_Furnael says:
CSO: She seemed pretty ok huh?

Host Tanya says:
@:stops by a table, chatting briefly with the guests there::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: well my friend, say goodbye to high school, this is better

CMO_Viper says:
*CO*: Great, two more experiment volunteers ::laughs like a mad scientist::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS*  Running system diagnostic at the moment stand by

F`rank says:
@'T’bor: The Captain has not beamed down yet.

CO_Pang says:
*XO* All serene Commander?  I am on my way to Main Engineering ...

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: she is, I hear she's an excellent captain

F`rank says:
@T'bor: You drinking anything?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I'm standing by for final transport

CO_Pang says:
::exits the RR via the back entrance and takes the TL to Main Engineering::

T`bor says:
@::Makes a long face:: F'rank: Just juice today.

CTO_Furnael says:
CSO: well were here lets get this over with

OPS_Jean says:
:: Closing main shuttle bay door ::

XO_Masters says:
*CO* There is a minor concern with the warp core, Lt. Bolitho will brief you

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: agreed

CO_Pang says:
*XO*: Fine Commander

CTO_Furnael says:
::leaves the TL and heads into SB::

GAGM_John says:
ACTION: Diagnostic reveals spike in EPS system, then it disappears.

F`rank says:
@:: takes his white gloves off ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::Follows CTO::

OPS_Jean says:
:: scanning eps relays ::

T`bor says:
@F'rank: Think I'll wander about and check on things.  ::Stands::

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: Reporting as ordered sir

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : I'm picking up fluctuations in the power distribution grid too 

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* I have finished the diagnostic, and I have picked up no fluctuations in the warp core!...whoa wait a minute there was a spike in the EPS stand by while I check

CMO_Viper says:
CTO &CSO: Ah, welcome to my testing grounds!  ::looking like mad scientist with blue coat on and evil face::

F`rank says:
@T'bor: Well cya later. I think I’ll be on my way too.

CO_Pang says:
::exits the TL and walks towards the doors ....::

XO_Masters says:
OPS: You have the bridge until the Captain or Bolitho is free, ::enters TL::

CNS_Moore says:
::arranges his wife and children on the bed::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: maybe

T`bor says:
@::Starts to leave:: F'rank: checked the weather controls lately?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, I think we have a problem with the power distribution grid

F`rank says:
@:: gulps down the remaining ale and puts his gloves back on ::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I'm investigating

CEO_Bolitho says:
::runs diagnostic on the EPS system::

CMO_Viper says:
CSO & CTO: Don't worry.  Will each of you take a seat.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::takes a seat::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::picks a nice spot on the beach, places bag, and pulls off his uniform, revealing a pear of shorts and a light T-shirt::

CTO_Furnael says:
::Sits down::

XO_Masters says:
::goes to quarters and picks up his acoustic electric guitar and a chorus pedal and continues to TR1::

CO_Pang says:
::enters Main Engineering ... spots Bolitho at work .... ::

F`rank says:
@T'bor: checked them this morning...everything is running smoothly.

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: thank you sir

OPS_Jean says:
XO : We are picking up strange readings, minor fluctuations on systems that have been secured

CEO_Bolitho says:
::checks the power grid as well decides to run a diagnostic there tracing the spike back to its point of origin::

T`bor says:
@::Nods:: F'rank: Ok, I'm going to the beach.

CO_Pang says:
CEO: Mr. Bolitho .... is there a problem?  I could use a few minutes to talk with you?

FCO_Mallory says:
@::pulls T-shirt off, and runs for the sea::

OPS_Jean says:
*XO* : Sir, we have some minor problems with the power distribution grid, 

T`bor says:
@F'rank: Then I'll check on the arrangements for the party tonight.

F`rank says:
@T'bor: I think I’ll stop by later I have some more work to do.

OPS_Jean says:
*XO* : I think you should come take a look at this

CMO_Viper says:
::walks over to CSO::  CSO: So I see your a terran.  Where are you from?  ::begins scan::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* I have traced the spike back to its origin I will send a team to shut it down

GAGM_John says:
ACTION: THE SPIKE CAN"T BE TRACED DUE TO ITS SHORT DURATION

Host Tanya says:
@::spots her manager in the doorway, and can tell from his demeanour that he wants to speak with her; frowns slightly::

XO_Masters says:
::returns to bridge holding his guitar::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: Egypt originally

T`bor says:
@::Waves and leaves the lounge::

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: Captain ...Umm sure my office?

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO*; Acknowledged, please keep me informed

F`rank says:
@:: leaves the lounge ::

Host Tanya says:
@::makes her way to the doorway, and engages in a brief whispered conversation with him::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::dives in, and can’t remember the last time he swam in real water instead of a hologram::

CO_Pang says:
::smiles reassuringly:: CEO: It is not urgent .... ::walks into the CEO's office::

CMO_Viper says:
CSO: Oh, is that so.  Great.  Have you ever had and illnesses in you past?

XO_Masters says:
OPS: What is it?

CTO_Furnael says:
::taps foot nervously::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: nothing serious I guess

T`bor says:
@::Sees F'rank head toward the "office".  Turns and looks at the swimmers::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning power distribution grid - trying to find a defective isolinear chip - just like the last time ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::disappears under the water::

F`rank says:
@:: looking for any Seleya's crew that need assistance ::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Do you think it could be that dammed faulty isolinear chip again ?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::heads towards his office spotting two engineers heading for the TL and hopefully some rest and relaxation on Risa: Self: Andrews, Dupont there's a problem with the Power grid on deck 5 jefferies tune alpha 123 fix it.....now!

CMO_Viper says:
CSO: Good. I just like verifying my data.  Ok, If you just lay down I will do a full set of scans.

CO_Pang says:
::places a padd on the desk:: CEO:  This is a report I have received from Counsellor Moore ... it suggests that you are not happy .... is there something I can do to help?

GAGM_John says:
ACTION: A SPORATICALLY FUNCTIONING ISOLINEAR CHIP IS FOUND BY OPS

OPS_Jean says:
XO : We are picking fluctuations on systems that have been secured

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: yes sir

XO_Masters says:
*CO* Permission to beam down to the planet

CSO_Hazzem says:
::lays on the biobed::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : we are investigating

T`bor says:
@::Now standing at "luau" looking for the swimmer who went under::

CMO_Viper says:
::pulls down scanner::  CSO: I'll be back soon.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: aye

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : I think I got it... it's the same one again...

CMO_Viper says:
::walks over to CTO:: CTO: So how are you doing?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Smiles at the Captain:: CO: some refreshment? *OPS* team enroute to deck 5, will advise anything new

T`bor says:
@::Brows bunch as the swimmer hasn't surfaced yet::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::keeps kicking down, and hunts on sea bed for a suitable pretty shell::

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: Fine sir thank you

OPS_Jean says:
XO : It's the same faulty isolinear chip sir

CO_Pang says:
CEO: Raktajino would be nice ::grins::

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Have it replaced

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I think everything is under control, CEO is sending a team now

CMO_Viper says:
~~~CTO~~~: I see that you are part Betazoid?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Have a great vacation sir, 

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Are you ready for transport

CTO_Furnael says:
~~~CMO~~~: only a small part sir

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Thank you, ::goes to TR1::

T`bor says:
@::Signals to the lifeguard and grabs a water board.  Runs to water::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Acknowledged

F`rank says:
@:: waiting beside the transporter terminal for any more people to beam down ::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Please standby for transport

CO_Pang says:
::sits down in Bolitho's office::

CMO_Viper says:
CTO: Where are you from?

XO_Masters says:
*OPS* Energise

OPS_Jean says:
XO : :: Energising - materialising on the Surface ::

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: Australia sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
::nods:: heads over to the replicator and orders the Klingon coffee from the replicator before heading back to the captain and hands her the Raktajino:: CO: may I ask what the problem is?

T`bor says:
@::Paddles out to where the swimmer went down::

XO_Masters says:
@::appears in lounge, holding his acoustic guitar::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : please tell me when you will be ready for transport

CO_Pang says:
CEO: I am not sure ... tell me - after your short spell off duty, are you happy with your ship assignment?

CMO_Viper says:
CTO: according to this you are the same hybrid that I am; Human/Betazoid?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Finishing securing all stations ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::finds a nice shell, and puts it in a small pouch, then closes eyes an starts to dose off::

GAGM_John says:
ACTION: TRANSPORT DE-TUNES THE XO’s GUITAR

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: Yes sir my grandmother was full betazoid

T`bor says:
@::Looks around trying to find the swimmer::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Sir, all stations secured

XO_Masters says:
@F'rank: I had arranged to play with band

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: I love engineering unless your talking about the other ship's position ::shifts uncomfortably::

F`rank says:
@XO: Ahh, well follow me to the lounge sir.

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : please use your command code to finalise the last sequence

CO_Pang says:
CEO: You are finding a conflict Richard?

XO_Masters says:
@::follows F'rank::

F`rank says:
@:: starts walking ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* acknowledged stations secure and I won't be heading down to Risa

CMO_Viper says:
CTO: Really, my mother was Betazoid, my father human.  Anyway, enough chat I'm sure you want to be getting down to the surface so just lay back and relax.

T`bor says:
@::Concern shows on T'bor's face at not finding the swimmer::

XO_Masters says:
@::looks at his Ibanez 12 string guitar::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::starts to float up slightly::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::laying on the biobed looking up, going sleepy::

F`rank says:
@XO: Do you want me to carry that?

CMO_Viper says:
::pulls down scanner and walks over to the CSO::

T`bor says:
@::Signals to lifeguard and dives under.::

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: Actually sir I’ve been down there all day I was looking forward to looking around the ship

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Sir, requesting authorisation to leave my station and beam down

XO_Masters says:
@F'rank: No thank you, I can manage

F`rank says:
@:: nods ::

F`rank says:
@:: enters the lounge ::

CO_Pang says:
*OPS* If all is secure - you have my permission - have fun Lt!

CMO_Viper says:
CSO: It looks like your done....and in perfect health! ::pulls scanner up::  You can go!

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: Thank u sir

GAGM_John says:
ACTION: THE LOUNGE IS BRIGHT AND LIVELY, FULL OF PEOPLE

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: Captain ...conflict, well Sir I believe with the appointment of Commander Masters as XO I may have the chance to ease into my position as ships second officer. *OPS* as long as your replacement is there Lt.

F`rank says:
@:: opens the backstage access door :: XO: here you go /

FCO_Mallory says:
@::wakes, and, keeping eyes shut, starts to kick over to shore again, drifting::

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Thank you Captain ;)

OPS_Jean says:
:: TAP COMM : Computer, one to beam down

XO_Masters says:
@::enters the lounge, opens the case and takes out his guitar::

CMO_Viper says:
::hears CTO, and turns around::  CTO: By all means but a lot of the departments are closed.

CO_Pang says:
CEO: Then we shall see how it goes ... but if you have a problem you must let me know ....

CSO_Hazzem says:
::waits outside sickbay for Furnael::

OPS_Jean says:
@:: Materialising on the surface ::

Host Tanya says:
@:;makes her way back to the stage, and whispers to the piano player, about to beg her way out of the set after her chat with her manager, but then looks surprised at the sudden influx of people::

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: Oh no problem sir a tour some other time perhaps

CMO_Viper says:
CSO: I hope I don't see you for a while in here, at least not on the bed!  But feel free to visit

XO_Masters says:
@::tunes his guitar before plugging it into the amp::

T`bor says:
@::Eyes open, looking for FCO, holding breath::

OPS_Jean says:
@:: undressing and jumping on the ocean ::

CO_Pang says:
::finishes her Raktajino:: CEO:  I should meet with Craig Moore too .... a small matter to discuss ... in fact two small matters ...

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: I will sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: I will Captain, I think I was initially out of my depth, I communicate better with machine than I do with the crew <smiles sheepishly> but I will

Host Tanya says:
@::catches her manager's eye, signalling that his request will have to wait, she can't make a graceful exit::

T`bor says:
@::Bursts through the surface gasping for breath::

OPS_Jean says:
@:: swimming with dolphins ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::surfaces, and sees someone quite deep looking frantic::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*Bridge*: Hazzem to bridge, I have finished my medical tests, requesting instructions

FCO_Mallory says:
@::dives down,::

GAGM_John says:
ACTION: OPS_Jean IS BRUSHED BY A LARGE DORSAL FIN

T`bor says:
@::Looks around and sees FCO::

CO_Pang says:
::gets up, places cup in replicator and leaves Main Engineering::

F`rank says:
@:: sits in his air car and flies over to the beach ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::floats down and sees its a life-guard::

Host Tanya says:
@::silently thankful for the reprieve, starts singing again::

CMO_Viper says:
CTO: Well Mr. Furnael you seem fine too!  ::pulls up scanner::  CTO: You can go!

XO_Masters says:
@::satisfied with the guitar, plugs it in::

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: Thank you sir

OPS_Jean says:
@: Trying to catch the wave ::

CO_Pang says:
*CNS* May we meet in your office Counsellor?

T`bor says:
@FCO: Thought.. ::spits water:: you needed... help.

CNS_Moore says:
*CO* On my way Sir

CTO_Furnael says:
::leaves SB with Hazzem::

F`rank says:
@:: hovering above T'bor ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: now what?

T`bor says:
@::Climbs back on water board::

FCO_Mallory says:
@me?  nope..  ::not even breathing hard::

OPS_Jean says:
@:: drinking some salty water - swimming to the beach helped by the dolphins :) ::

F`rank says:
@:: opens the hatch ::

CNS_Moore says:
Mother: I will be in my office. Call me if you need me

Host Tanya says:
@::smiles at the officer who's joining in::  Masters:  Jump right in!

CO_Pang says:
::takes TL to the Counsellor's office .... thinking about a couple of problems::

CNS_Moore says:
::heads to TL::

GAGM_John says:
ACTION: A LARGE SHADOW FOLLOWS THE OFFICER INTO DEEPER WATER.

CTO_Furnael says:
CSO: Well I guess we could go back down to the planet or check out our quarters or something

CMO_Viper says:
::walks out of SB to see new crewmembers again::

XO_Masters says:
@::begins to play::

T`bor says:
@FCO: ah, well then, I'll see you ashore. ::grins::

CNS_Moore says:
::arrives at office::

OPS_Jean says:
@:: Oh OH ;) ::

CO_Pang says:
::arrives at Moore's office - rings the doorbell just as she sees Craig run down the corridor::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Swims as fast as he could ::

CNS_Moore says:
CO: Kay Lee.......

CMO_Viper says:
CTO & CSO: Long time no see!

CTO_Furnael says:
~~~CMO~~~: It was nice "talking" to you sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
::follows the Captain out of his office and crawls back into the jefferies tube::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::dives just below the surface and kicks towards the shore::

GAGM_John says:
ACTION: THE DOLPHIN-LIKE CREATURE TRIES TO PLAY WITH THE SWIMMER.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: sir?

CNS_Moore says:
CO: Do come in ::unlocks the office::

F`rank says:
@:: looking for any swimmers in need with his binoculars ::

CO_Pang says:
CNS: Counsellor .... this is an official visit .... I am glad to see you back on Seleya ::waits for Moore to let her in::

Host Tanya says:
@::sings to Masters' playing, urging the crowd to join in::

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: headed for the surface doctor?

F`rank says:
@:: flying over the ocean ::

OPS_Jean says:
@:: catching one of the dolphins - it's lot faster ::

CMO_Viper says:
CSO &CTO: Don't be so formal.  We're all off duty!  Have you guys been to :the hot spot" on Risa yet?

T`bor says:
@::Slowly paddles toward shore::

CNS_Moore says:
CO: Yes Sir ::gestures towards door:; After you Sir

FCO_Mallory says:
@::arrives on the shore slightly behind T'bor:: T'bor: hi, I'm Conrad

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: no sir

CO_Pang says:
::enters and takes a seat::

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: Depends on if that was the spot we were waiting in or not I never noticed a sign

CNS_Moore says:
CO: A drink perhaps?

T`bor says:
@::Golden wet hair sticking to tan back::

CO_Pang says:
CNS: I trust you are feeling better now that you have been able to be with your family .... but I have another problem

CO_Pang says:
CNS: Nothing thankyou

CNS_Moore says:
CO: Yes Ma'am?

OPS_Jean says:
@:: The sun is great and there is a sweet cold drink for me on the beach ::

CMO_Viper says:
CSO & CTO: Well they have a bar, a show, you know that sort of stuff!

F`rank says:
@:: lands his air car on the beach and exits ::

T`bor says:
@::Pulls water board from the surf, dries and puts shirt on::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*Bolitho to Andrews* Is that that power grid on deck 5 locked down?

CO_Pang says:
CNS: I wonder why you did not see fit to notify me that you were leaving the ship ..... it was a gross misuse of your authority ....

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: I believe that is where we were when waiting for the ship to arrive

FCO_Mallory says:
@::forces a quick current through skin, drying him off almost instantaneously::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: Yep

XO_Masters says:
@::steps on the chorus pedal::

OPS_Jean says:
@:: Finally standing up on the beach - walking toward a chair under a palm tree ::

CMO_Viper says:
CSO: Well then you want to head over to Ten Forward?

F`rank says:
@:: walks up to T'bor and FCO :: Good day gentlemen, would you join me for a drink?

OPS_Jean says:
@:: Looking at a girl walking toward me ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
<Andrews>*CEO* Yes Sir we just repaired it now, if its acceptable to you Sir we would like to beam down to Risa?

CNS_Moore says:
CO: Sir I trust you can appreciate that it was the middle of your sleep shift and it seemed quite urgent

CSO_Hazzem says:
CMO: that would be great

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: Sure I wouldn’t mind checking out some of the ship

CEO_Bolitho says:
*Andrews* that’s fine just log your call with the bridge duty officer that the EPS spike has been repaired

CTO_Furnael says:
CMO: Especially that part of it

FCO_Mallory says:
@::forces an electrified hand through hair, drying it off:: F'rank: certainly

CMO_Viper says:
CTO & CSO: Well then I'll give you a tour!  Let's head to Ten Forward.  ::walks into TL::

CTO_Furnael says:
::follows the CMO::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::follows CMO::

CMO_Viper says:
TL: Deck 10

F`rank says:
@FCO: Shall we :: points to the bar under a big palm tree::

CMO_Viper says:
::TL reaches Deck 10 and CMO walks out and into Summit Lounge::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::begins maintenance on the Matter/antimatter reaction assemble::

GAGM_John says:
***** End Mission *****

GAGM_John says:
***** End Mission *****
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